Time is an important aspect in temporal information retrieval (TIR), a subfield of information retrieval (IR). Web search engines like Google or Bing are common examples of IR systems. An important constituent of a search engine is news retrieval, where users present their information needs in the form of temporal queries. Users are usually interested in news documents focusing on a particular time period. Existing search engines rarely fulfill the temporal information requirements as they ignore the temporal information available in the content of news documents, also known as document focus time. Furthermore, information related to multiple time periods in a news document makes the identification of document focus time a challenging task. Therefore, it is necessary to classify news documents based on temporal specificity before it is possible to use the temporal information in the retrieval process. In this study, we formulate the temporal specificity problem as a time-based classification task by classifying news documents into three temporal classes, i.e. high temporal specificity, medium temporal specificity, and low temporal specificity. For such classification, rule-based and temporal specificity score (TSS)-based classification approaches are proposed. In the former approach, news documents are classified using a defined set of rules that are based on temporal features. The later approach classifies news documents based on a TSS score using the temporal features. The results of the proposed techniques are compared with four machine learning classification algorithms: Bayes net, support vector machine, random forest, and decision tree. The results show that the proposed rule-based classifier outperforms the four algorithms by achieving 82% accuracy, whereas TSS classification achieves 77% accuracy.
Introduction
Temporal information retrieval (TIR) is a subdomain of information retrieval (IR), which addresses the temporal information requirements of users, specified through temporal queries. The time dimension is scrutinized in numerous IR processes, such as document preprocessing [1] [2] [3] , query processing [4, 5] , ranking/retrieval models [6] [7] [8] [9] , and evaluation metrics. Traditional search engines consider only textual relevance for searching query terms in the indexed documents and producing unsatisfactory outcomes for temporal queries. TIR systems combine both temporal and textual relevance to retrieve both temporally and textually relevant results, matching the user query.
One of the integral components of search engines is the news search system that indexes news, articles, and editorials from different sources worldwide. The time information is very indispensable for news documents * Correspondence: shaffiqmasud@gmail.com This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
that could appear in various forms (such as creation time [10] , publication time [11] , and update time), found in the metadata of the corresponding news webpage. Another important time notation associated with news documents is content time [12] , available in the document text. The content time is essential when estimating the focus time of a document. In addition, document focus time relates the document content (describing a specific event) to a particular time period [13] . If a document discusses a single event in time then that document has a single focus time. Moreover, information related to multiple time periods in a news document makes the identification of document focus time a challenging task.
To address this challenge, we introduce a novel concept, temporal specificity, which is defined as a measure that determines how temporally specific the content of the document is. The more document content focuses on a single time period, the more temporally specific it is. The content of a temporally specific document relates to a few distinct points in time. In this research, the news documents are categorized into three classes based on temporal specificity, namely high temporal specificity (HTS), medium temporal specificity (MTS), and low temporal specificity (LTS), as shown in Figure 1 . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to classify temporal documents with respect to their temporal specificity. Two methods are proposed for this classification. The first method is rule-based, where a set of rules is defined to classify news documents. These rules are based on temporal features that have been extracted from a news corpus. In the second method, a temporal specificity score (TSS) of documents is calculated and used for classification into the aforementioned classes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation for this study. Work related to our research is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the used methodology. Experimental setup and discussion of results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Motivation
Search engine users face a problem of temporal sparsity in retrieved temporal documents. News documents discussing multiple events do not satisfy the temporal requirements posed by a user query, and commercial search engines do not consider temporal specificity while retrieving documents. We argue that temporal specificity plays an important role in fulfilling user requirements, as described in the following example. Figure 2 presents a timeline of earthquake-related events in Pakistan from 2005 to 2016. These events were covered by leading newspapers in the country. The milestones represent the information related to place and time (year) of the earthquake. In the LTS class, three earthquake events are reported, having a maximum time span of 5 years, shown by the red markers. The blue markers represent MTS news, where three different earthquake events are discussed within a time span of 2 years. Finally, the green markers represent earthquake events that occurred in a single year (2015) , and therefore these documents are classified as HTS. These three classes are defined as HTS: The HTS class refers to a group of articles where one or a few events are discussed within a short time span, focusing more on a single event (single year).
MTS: The MTS class refers to a group of articles where multiple events are discussed within a relatively short time span (3 years).
LTS: The LTS class refers to a group of articles where multiple events are discussed over a long time span (>3 years).
The timespan prescribed for each class has been derived empirically from the dataset. The average document time span observed in the dataset is 2.68 years, as presented in Section 6; therefore, thresholds for LTS, MTS, and HTS are set to >3 years (higher than average time span), 3 years (approximately equal to average time span), and 1 year (less than average time span), respectively.
Related work
This research has its roots in TIR and news classification. This section presents the related work in both domains.
Temporal information retrieval
Alonso et al. [14] highlighted the significance of the time aspect for adequate searching in IR systems. They argued that document creation time is important metadata information: it plays a crucial role in retrieving results for temporal queries, and commercial news search engines tend to rank news based on document creation time. A problem arises when the creation time is not available-what is known as a non-time-stamped document. To address this problem, several methods have been proposed to estimate the creation time of the document, and the process has been called document dating [2, 15] . The approach proposed by Alonso [15] classifies documents as content-based and non-content-based. In the former case, the content of the document is used for document dating, which requires an independent time stamp in order to create a temporal language model. In contrast, non-content-based document dating uses external information in the process; the major shortcoming of this method is the unavailability and inaccuracy of external sources. Kanhabua et al. [8] extended the language model with temporal entropy notation, Google Zeitgeist, and semantic preprocessing. Filannino et al. [16] extracted temporal expressions from the text of the document and constructed a timeline associated with the entity (for example, using a Wikipedia page for a person of interest), predicting its upper and lower time boundaries. Niculae et al. [4] used a statistical model to predict the creation date using documents in three languages, English, Portuguese, and Romanian. Implicit temporal queries were investigated in [5, 17] , which proposed methods for determining the time of implicit temporal queries.
The work of Jatowt et al. [13] has the closest relevance to this paper: they estimated the document focus time through word-time pair association. Words are extracted from articles written at a different point in history and associated with the given time period. If a given document has many words associated with a certain time period t , then the document has a strong association with time period t . Another paper by Spitz et al. [9] proposed a graph-based ranking model, which determines a set of words relevant to a certain time range. They suggested that words and temporal expressions have a strong association if they occur more often at sentence level.
News classification
The temporal aspect of text classification was investigated by Stanjer and Zampieri [18] . They classified text documents based on the change in writing style and classified Portuguese historical texts into different centuries. They identified two types of features, named temporally independent terms and temporally dependent terms, in the corpus. For experimental purposes, the documents used as training and testing data have different creation times. The authors applied boosting-based transfer learning to learn an accurate model for timeline adaptation.
Comparing their results with a bias support vector machine (SVM) method, they showed improvement in the macro average F-score from 0.671 to 0.688. Luo and Heywood [20] analyzed the temporal sequence of the word and proposed a new method for text representation. Such a new approach was tested for document categorization using the K-nearest neighbor classifier. A micro average F-score of 0.855 was obtained for categorization.
Methodology
The process for temporal classification of documents requires the following steps: data cleansing and temporal tagging, temporal profiling, feature extraction, and finally classification, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Data cleansing and temporal tagging
In this study, we used the Reuters-21578 (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/reuters21578-mld/) dataset in SGML file format. A single file contains multiple news documents tagged with corresponding metadata. The metadata consist of important information such as creation time, title, geographical location, author, and organization. The first step is parsing the news documents using the SGML parser in order to extract the text from the file. The <Date>tag is used as the reference date for temporal tagging. The next step is to remove the unwanted tags from the metadata, i.e. <Title>, <Organization>, and <Location>. Finally, the SGML files are split into multiple text files, each containing a single news item.
After data cleansing, temporal tagging is the process of identifying, extracting, and normalizing temporal expressions in documents [21, 22] . We use the HeidelTime [21] temporal tagging library, developed at the University of Heidelberg, Germany, for temporal tagging.
Document temporal profile
In this step, temporal profiles of news documents are constructed and stored in a database. The temporal profile of an article is represented by the tuple in Eq. (1):
where T P d is a temporal profile of a document d that contains document identifier id , temporal expressions te , normalized temporal expressions nte , normalized years ny , normalized months nm , normalized days nd , and creation time ct. φ represents the set of distinct year frequencies in the document. φ is defined as:
where each F Y i represents the count for the distinct year.
Temporal feature selection
A total of 43 features for each document in the dataset are extracted, such as mean temporal expression count, mean span of temporal expression, and creation time. The following four features with high information gain have been shortlisted for the analysis presented in this paper.
Distinct year count (Dy) : A document may contain multiple temporal expressions representing multiple distinct years. Dy is the number of total distinct years in the document. The value of Dy is the cardinality of the set φ , i.e. Dy= |φ| ; hence, for each temporal document, Dy > 0 .
Temporal expression count (F T e) : F T e is the count of temporal expressions found in the document after performing temporal tagging. F T e can be represented as:
Maximum likelihood year (M L): Considering Eq. (2), the distinct year having maximum frequency is considered the maximum likelihood year for document d . The likelihood of a distinct year Y i can be computed as:
where F Y i is the frequency of the distinct year i , while F T e is the total temporal expression count in the document. This feature is particularly important when the document has multiple distinct years but focuses on a single year. The maximum likelihood year can be calculated as:
For example, a document d has three distinct years, 1987, 1989, and 1990, and total F T e is equal to 7. The 
where M axT d and M inT d are the respective maximum and minimum time boundaries (in years) of document d . Table 1 illustrates an example of calculating the values for these features. 
Proposed classification approaches
For the classification of temporal documents into three classes, we propose two different methods: rule-based classification and TSS-based classification. These two methods are presented in the following discussion.
Rule-based classification
As discussed earlier, each document in the database has temporal profile TP as shown in Eq.
(
1). Each document d ∈ D (D is the document collection) is labeled with class c such that d ← c, where c ∈ C ( C is the set of class labels C = {HT S, M T S, LT S})
. For each class c, a set of rules defined by a condition set are extracted from the annotated data. We extract a set of rules using an association classification method known as classification based on the predicative association rule [24] . The set of rules for each class is selected using foil information gain ( F OIL Gain ) as presented in Eq. (8):
R 0 R 1 are the rules before and after adding literals, respectively. pos 0 pos 1 neg 0 , and neg 1 show positive and negative tuples covered by the R 0 and R 1 rules. P represents positive tuples covered by both R 0 and R 1 . The rules for each class using the condition set are shown in Table 2 . R.ID Rule
TSS classification
We consider three features that are extracted from the dataset, i.e. DY , F T e , and M L . The TSS score is calculated for each document, where high TSS indicates that the document exhibits HTS whereas a lower TSS score indicates that the document exhibits LTS. We have chosen the threshold value empirically to obtain a suitable classification into three temporal classes for our dataset. The TSS function is presented in Eq. (??):
If the frequency of the distinct year (ML) in a document is high, this corresponds to a high TSS and is thus classified as HTS. On the other hand, The performance of the proposed methods is compared to four machine learning classification algorithms:
Bayes net, SVM, random forest, and decision tree, presented by Eqs. (2)- (6) in Table 3 Table 3 . Bayes net, SVM, random forest, and decision tree formulae.
Algorithm
Scoring function Description
• Represents probability distribution
• U = set of variables
• m = data points
• Random forest Rf is a set of decision tree Decision tree
• D i = resultant subset after splitting D using A
Experimental setup
Document collection consisting of 10,000 news articles from Reuters-21578 is used for the temporal analysis. The temporal analysis reveals interesting facts about the temporal information in the news documents as shown in Figures 4 and 5 . The selected news articles were published in 1987. After temporal tagging and removal of incorrect annotation, a total of 6703 documents showed temporal expressions and were thus classified as temporal class, whereas the remaining documents are classified as atemporal. From these 6703 documents, 22,983 temporal expressions are extracted, including both explicit and implicit forms. A total of 100 distinct years, ranging from 1887 to 2030, are discussed in selected documents; the frequency distribution of these 100 years is presented in Figure 4 . On average, each document contains 3.42 temporal expressions and average time span of 2.68 years. Figure 5 presents the document count with respect to a given number of distinct years.
Results and discussion
For the sake of evaluation, we selected 3000 news documents at random from the temporal class and assigned them to multiple annotators, who classified each document into one of the three given classes. For interrater 1919 1952 1958 1965 1967 1970 1972 1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 The classification results in term of precision, recall, F-score, and overall accuracy are presented in this paper. Figure 6 . Accuracy score achieved by using six classification techniques. equal F-score, except for BN, for which the F-score is slightly lower. Finally, for the LTS class, the TSS classifier has the lowest F-score while the RB classifier has the highest F-score of 0.733. The experiments reveal that our proposed RB approach outperforms all the other classifiers in terms of overall accuracy. RB and TSS-based classification attains high precision scores for the HTS and LTS classes. In terms of recall, the RB and TSS-based approaches achieve high scores for the MTS class. The RB approach achieves F-score values similar to the other classifiers for the HTS and MTS classes but shows improvement in the LTS class.
All the experiments have been performed on an Intel Core i5-3210 machine with 6 GB RAM running the Windows 8 64-bit operating system using Python 2.7 programming language. The performance of classifiers in terms of the execution time is presented in Table 4 . BN has the lowest execution time (0.06 s), followed by TSS (0.13 s), DT (0.28 s), RB (0.64 s), SVM (1.56 s), and RF (2.44 s).
Conclusion and future work
In this work, we presented two novel approaches for the classification of news documents with respect to temporal specificity: rule-based classification and TSS-based classification. The news documents are first classified into temporal and atemporal classes. The temporal documents are further classified into three categories: HTS, MTS, and LTS. We extracted several temporal features and selected the top 4 features with high information gain for temporal classification. We compared the results of the proposed classification techniques to four machine learning classifiers: Bayes net, support vector machine, decision tree, and random forest. The results of the classification are presented in terms of precision, recall, F-score, and overall accuracy for each classifier.
The results reveal that the rule-based classifier achieves the highest precision and accuracy scores of 0.80 and 0.82, respectively, while the TSS-based classifier achieves a precision score of 0.79 and recall, F-score, and accuracy scores of 0.63, 0.65, and 0.77, respectively. In future, we are interested in determining the focus time of documents belonging to the HTS class using the positions of temporal expressions in the content.
